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Abstract
The Rorschach Inkblot Technique can be a valuable component of a
psychological assessment of deaf persons if the clinician takes into account the available
research data on how normal deaf persons respond to the Rorschach. Relying solely on
norms from hearing persons can lead to erroneous conclusions. This article provides
guidelines for administering and interpreting the Rorschach with deaf clients. A case
example demonstrates how the Rorschach can be valuable even with a client with limited
language skills.

There existfew psychological test instruments that are appropriate
for assessing personality functioning with deaf persons. Self-report
instruments, such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI), often cannot be administered because the deaf person being
assessed does not have the minimum reading skills required. Even for
those deaf persons who have the required reading level, the validity of the
standard interpretations ofthe test results will be questionable because deaf
persons have had a radically different exposure to the English language
expressions used in the tests as compared to the norming samples.
Projective drawings are easily administered and are useful for generating
hypotheses, but there is not a strong research base to support interpretations
of drawings, even with hearing persons (Bamett & Zucker, 1985). The
TAT(Thematic Apperception Test)can be useful for exploring the quality
ofinterpersonal attachments and salient themes ofemotional conflicts, but
is limited in what it can reveal about potential thought disorders and a
person's defensive structure. For these reasons, clinicians sometimes use
the Rorschach Inkblot Test despite the lack of normative data for deaf
persons(Acree, Orr,& Schlesinger, 1986; Orr, DeMatteo, Heller, Lee,&
Nguyen, 1987;Trott, 1984).
The Rorschach Inkblot Test consists of ten inkblot cards that are

presented to the person being tested with the question:"What might this
be?" Later, the person is asked to describe what in the blot made it look
that way. Over the years, there have been several different methods of
interpreting the person's responses. Some of these methods led the public
to think of the Rorschach as a projective test, one in which the subject
reveals hidden aspects of his or her personality in response to an ambiguous
stimulus situation. Projective tests also have a substantial degree of
subjectivity in their interpretation. However,in recent years,the Rorschach
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method has been standardized, normative data collected, and the results of

validity studies accumulated.

Although the process of projection

undoubtedly occurs during the Rorschach, it is mistaken to think of the
Rorschach as simply a projective technique (Exner, 1993). Nevertheless,
although some conclusions can be drawn from the Rorschach with

considerable certainty, other inferences will be more speculative.
Considerable skill and experience is needed to make sound interpretations
from a Rorschach protocol.
Most authors have insisted that the Rorschach should only be
administered to deaf persons by clinicians who are expert both in the
Rorschach technique and in communicating with deaf persons(Vemon &
Ottinger, 1981; Zieziula, 1982). The only exception to this general rule is
that it may be possible to obtain a valid protocol from a college-educated
deaf person by administering the Rorschach in written English (Schwartz,
Mebane,& Malony, 1990). Even in these cases, however, the examiner
should be familiar with the effects a written administration can have on the

protocol obtained. Using a sign language interpreter to administer the
Rorschach is discouraged. Even examiners who are fluent in American

Sign Language need to be aware that the Rorschach protocol can be
affected by the act of translation as the examiner transcribes into written

English responses that had been expressed in American Sign Language
(Santistevan, 1996). Furthermore, an examiner needs to be familiar with

the cultural, developmental, and psychological implications of deafness
before attempting to interpret a Rorschach protocol obtained from a deaf
individual.

Vemon and Ottinger(1981)suggested that the Rorschach should
only be used with deaf persons who have above-average intelligence. In
contrast, I have found the Rorschach to be useful even with (or especially
with)lower-functioning deaf patients with limited language skills for whom
other personality assessment techniques yield little information. In this
paper,I will give an example of such a case, but first I will discuss how I
administer the Rorschach to deaf patients in a psychiatric hospital and my
method for interpreting the results.
Administration

In general, I try to adhere to the administration guidelines set out
by Exner(1995,1993)because it is the method with the strongest research
base to support interpretations of the results obtained. In this section I will

go through each aspect ofthe administration of the Rorschach and note any
modifications I make to the Exner method.
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Introduction

For the introduction to the Rorschach, I follow quite closely the

standards set out by Exner(1995, pp. 3-9). Using whatever language and
form of communication is most comfortable for the patient, I explain that

I am going to do the Inkblot Test, usually fmgerspelling I-N-K-B-L-O-T'
because it is a difficult word to translate into sign. Often I have to give an

explanation of the word inkblot. First, I establish an understanding of the
word ink, by fingerspelling I-N-K and indicating that the black substance
inside the pen I am using is ink. I then use an iconic sign that suggests the
ink being dropped and spread out on a card. I do not indicate that the cards
were folded because such an explanation might artificially induce extra
attention to the symmetry in the blots. I then ask if the patient is familiar
with the Inkblot Test and answer any questions the patient might have.
Instructions

The standard instruction("What might this be?")does not appear

to have an appropriate direct translation-equivalent in American Sign
Language, and can be misleading when translated into Signed English. I

generally sign this question as:"THIS^ LOOK-LIKE WHAT?" Orr et al.
(1987)reported successfully using a similar instruction. This translation
seems to work well for deaf persons from a variety of linguistic
backgrounds and skill levels. In addition,although this translation changes
the question that Exner(1995, p. 5)specifically advises "...should not be
altered," it nevertheless adheres closely to the spirit of Exner's method. In
fact, the words were chosen because Exner allowed them as a part of the

explanation of the test: "...I want you to tell me what they look like to you."
(Exner, 1995, p.4).
Recording Responses

In writing the verbatim record,I use certain conventions to help me
write quickly but also be able to repeat the client's responses as accurately
as possible during the inquiry. I write the English glosses for the client's

signs in the exact order the client makes them. I use block printing for
fingerspelling, cursive for standard American Sign Language,and cursive
in parentheses for a prose description of any non-standard signs, gestures
or non-manual markers. Sometimes a brief sketch or Stokoe notation

(Stokoe, Casterline,& Croneberg, 1965)is quicker and easier than a prose

description of an unusual sign or gesture. In order to keep up with the flow
and interrupt as little as possible,I often use single letters with some blank
space to represent a sign. Then, before progressing to the next card,I go
back and fill in the missing information.
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Inquiry

The inquiry is the most difficult part of the administration,
especially with patients with limited language skills. Iintroduce the inquiry
only very briefly along the lines of: "I ASK-YOU EVERY (point to
answers on record). WHERE? HOW LOOK-LIKE? ~ OK? READY?"

I have found that longer explanations are not usually helpful, and are
sometimes confusing to the client. I basically demonstrate the nature ofthe
inquiry on the first card. I start by reading the verbatim transcription ofthe
response, and then ask "SHOW-ME WHERE?" Often it is helpful to ask
the patient to trace the outlines of the percept. I often offer a non-marking
pointer, such as the plastic top of a ball point pen,for the patient to use to
outline the percept. This encourages the patient to give more information
about the location without unduly influencing his or her response.
Often the patient will give information about determinants in the
process of showing the location, but if not I go on to ask more directly
aboutthe determinants using variations on Exner's acceptable inquires. For
example,I may ask"DOG. HOW LOOK-LIKE DOG?"or"DOG. WHAT
YOU-SEE (on card) GET IDEA DOG?" Some clients will still not

understand what is expected of them. Schwartz et al.(1990)suggested an
inquiry: "(Pretend)I am blind; explain it to me." I have sometimes found
it helpful to say something to the effect of "THAT NOT REALLY
DRAWING DOG. THAT I-N-K SPREAD-OUT. BUT YOU LOOKED,

GOT IDEA (IT SORT OF) LOOKS-LIKE DOG. YOU SAW THAT,

THAT, THAT (pointing randomly at blot) THEN GOT IDEA DOG.
WHAT YOU-SEE GIVE-YOU IDEA DOG?" If I am unable to see the

percept, I ask "DOG—HMMM (with a quizzical expression on my face,
looking at the blot as if trying to find the dog). SHOW ME DOG." Even
if the client does not seem to understand the concept of describing what is
there that makes it look like the percept, I continue with the next cards,
inquiring with similar questions, and just accepting whatever information
the client can provide.
For patients who give very little during the inquiry,I often conduct
a second(non-Exner)level ofinquiry after the more standard inquiry of all
ten cards is completed. I will return to responses that need clarification and
ask questions, such as "Is it an animal or a person?" or, if the patient gave
some indication of movement,"Is the butterfly flying or still?" I will also
ask questions such as "Where is the head? Where are the feet?" when I am
unclear how a percept is oriented or ifI was unable to see the percept at all.
However,I do not ask questions that I fear might spoil or influence future
administrations, such as "Was it the red color that made you think of
blood?" In any case,I do not typically include any information obtained in
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this second, non-standard level of inquiry into the Exner scoring; rather,I
use the information to qualify any interpretations I may make from the
Exner scoring.
It is particularly difficult to write a verbatim record of the client's
comments during the inquiry. Orr et al. (1987) suggested using an
interpreter for this phase of the administration. I prefer to obtain the
inquiry directly so that I can witness the exact signs that I am glossing in
English on my record. I find it helpful to use brackets with an initial
question mark and blank space (and perhaps an abbreviation or two) to
indicate my inquiries. The inquiries in an Exner administration are so
stereotyped and predictable that they are easily filled in before moving to
the next card or after the Rorschach is completed.
Scoring
Whenever possible, I score all responses following the Exner
(1995)scoring guidelines. Exner provides detailed instructions on coding
multiple aspects ofeach response. For example,there are codes to indicate
if the response contains information from the whole blot or only part of it,
and if the response described a single object or several objects in relation
to one another. There are codes to indicate if the person perceived
movement in the blot, and if the color or the shading of the blot were
mentioned in the response. Many ofthese codes are then counted and some

are compared in ratios to form a structural summary. It is this aggregated
data that forms the basis for clinical interpretations.
In using Exner's scoring method,Ido not make any adjustmentsfor
language or cultural differences, except in the case of certain Special
Scores. I do not score a DV (Deviant Verbalization—an odd use of

language) or a DR (Deviant Response~a response that is peculiar and
inappropriate) unless I am beyond doubt that the atypical sign or sentence
reflect an unusual thought process rather than merely alanguage difference.
If I am unsure of how to score a particular response or if I want to include
some of the information obtained in a non-standard, second inquiry, I
sometimes create a second,"loosely scored" record to compare against the

"strictly scored" record. I can then compare the difference in
interpretations generated by the two sets of scores. I also make my own
notes for any bizarre responses or atypical signs that did not qualify for an
Exner special score. Occasionally,clients give primarily gestural responses
that do not allow for complete scoring, but I still try to score as much as
possible. The scoring process forces the examiner to consider each
response carefully,and sometimes brings attention to an interesting pattern
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of contents or form quality. If the protocol allows for it, I then complete a
Structural Summary.
Interpretation

The inspiration for my approach to interpreting a Rorschach
protocol produced by a deaf client is drawn from the work of Kaufman

(1979)in his Intelligent Testing with the WISC-R. My approach basically
involves applying what we know from the research (on the Rorschach in
general and with deaf persons in particular) in a rational manner to each
protocol we interpret. I will now delineate several assumptions I make
when using the data from the Rorschach studies of non-patient deaf
persons.

Assumptions

The first assumption is that well-functioning (psychologically
"normal")deaf persons do not necessarily produce Rorschach scores and
variables in the same proportions as well-functioning persons with normal

hearing. The best data we have on how non-patient deaf persons respond
to the Rorschach come from two small samples, one of adults (Schwartz,
et al., 1990)and the other of adolescents(Acree,et al., 1986). Both these
studies used the Exner method of administration and scoring which allows
for comparisons with the norms from non-patient hearing persons. In both

of these studies, the samples of well-functioning deaf persons produced
several Rorschach variables in significantly different proportions than
would have been expected from a similar hearing samples. This result
should not be surprising given how dependent Rorschach scoring is on
language. Although separate norms for deaf persons may not be necessary
for measures of nonverbal intelligence(Braden, 1985),deaf persons differ
from hearing persons on most, if not all, language-dependent measures.
Therefore,I do not apply the norms and interpretative guidelines derived
from hearing persons to protocols from deaf clients without some
adjustments. Each interpretation that might be made from a deaf client's
Rorschach data must be tested against what we know of how normal deaf
persons have responded to the Rorschach.

We also have some data from older studies (Altshuler, Deming,
Vollenweider,Rainer,& Tendler, 1976; Baroff, 1963)of both clinical and

non-clinical samples of deaf persons. Although these older studies
predated the Exner standardization of administration and scoring, their
findings are still instructive. Correspondences in findings between the
older and more modem studies give us more confidence in those findings.
Forexample,both the older and newer studies found that adult deafpersons
produce about the same number of responses on average as do hearing
Vol.33,No.1,1999
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persons (Baroff, 1963; Schwartz et al., 1990), whereas deaf adolescents
appear to produce fewer responses than hearing adolescents(Acree,et al.,
1986; Altshuler, et al., 1976).

My second assumption is that the numbers and proportions of
Rorschach variables produced by normal deaf adults reflect normal
functioning, and that any differences from the numbers and proportions
produced by hearing adults reflect differences in language and culture
rather than differences in psychological functioning between the groups.
Therefore,I make interpretations from a deaf patient's Rorschach data only
when the patient's scores differ substantially both from the hearing norms
and from the mean of the data obtained from the non-clinical deaf sample.
My assumption differs from that of some researchers(Acree,et al., 1986;
Altshuler,et al., 1976;Baroff, 1963)who have drawn(whatI believe to be
unwarranted)conclusions about psychological differences between groups
of deaf and hearing persons from differences in their Rorschach data.
I realize that this second assumption may be false in some cases;
it is theoretically possible that there are group differences in psychological
functioning between healthy deaf adults and healthy hearing adults that the
Rorschach may reveal. However,until an interpretation of a psychological
difference between deaf and hearing groups is corroborated with sufficient
evidence from other sources, I believe it is more cautious not to ascribe

clinical meaning to such differences. For example, Schwartz and
colleagues(1990)found that the mean EA(Experience Actual—the sum of
responses mentioning human movement or color)for their sample of deaf
adults was significantly lower than that of Exner's sample of non-patient
hearing adults. If we took this difference to reflect an actual psychological
difference, then we would conclude that this sample of deaf adults had
fewer accessible inner resources than the average hearing adult. Ifind this
interpretation difficult to accept given the success against high odds
achieved by this group of deaf persons, all of whom had at least some
college education. It seems more likely that normal adult deaf personsjust
happen to produce fewer human movement and color responses than

normal adult hearing persons(for some reason unrelated to accessibility of
inner resources).

The third assumption is that Rorschach variables hold the same
basic meaning for deaf persons as they do for hearing persons. For
example,I assume that,for both deaf and hearing persons,the use of color
in a Rorschach response provides information about how that person
handles affect. I make this assumption because I believe that deaf and
hearing people are more alike than different, and unless we have evidence
to the contrary, the assumption of sameness is warranted. Nevertheless,
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this is a big assumption. We need studies of deaf persons on the various
Rorschach variables to determine if they have the same meaning for deaf
persons as they have been demonstrated to have for hearing persons. Given
the highly verbal nature ofthe response portion ofthe Rorschach task,it is
quite possible that this assumption will not hold for some Rorschach
variables. Therefore, I am tentative about all conclusions I draw from a
Rorschach given to a deaf person.

Examining the Structural Summary

I use several general "rules of thumb" in examining the variables
on the Structural Summary.

One Standard Deviation. I compare a deaf client's score to the mean

(and standard deviation)ofthat variable in the appropriate non-clinical deaf
sample. The clients score must be more than one standard deviation

different from the non-clinical deaf mean before I even begin to consider

a clinical interpretation. I do not necessarily use a stricter standard (e.g.,
Exner often requires two standard deviations) because the Schwartz and

Acree samples are so small the standard deviations tend to be quite large
dready. However,Iobviously have greater confidence in the interpretation
if there is a bigger difference from the mean.
2..Determine the basis for cut-off scores for variables in Constellatinns

(indexes thatcombine several variables for increased predictive valueV For
example,an Afr(Affective Ratio)of less than .46 is a positive indicator on
the DEPI (Depression Index) for hearing adults. Affective Ratio is the
proportion of responses that came from the last three "color" cards.
However, it is the difference from the mean that makes the indicator
positive, not the number itself. An Afr of.46 is 1.5 standard deviations
below the mean for a hearing adult. Therefore, for this indicator to be
positive for a deaf adult, the Afr should be at least one standard deviation

below the mean for the Schwartz sample(.41) and perhaps more.
Interpret what is there not what is missing. If a client produces an

interesting determinant, it is relatively safe to assume it is clinically
relevant; however, the absence of a determinant may be an artifact of

linguistic or cultural differences. For example, if a client gives many
texture (T) responses (those in which the shading creates a tactile

impression),I think it is reasonable to make clinical interpretations ofthat

finding (usually relating to unmet needs for affection or dependency).
However, I would not make a clinical interpretation from the lack of a
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texture response in a protocol because the Schwartz data reveal that it was

much more common than expected for the non-patient deaf sample to
produce a T-less protocol. Another example is interpreting the EB (the
ratio of human movement responses to color responses) in protocols in
which there are low frequencies on both sides of the ratio. Exner(1993)
reported that such a protocol might be interpreted as reflecting a rigid
defensive effort. However, for deaf persons with limited language skills
who often produce low frequencies of human movement and color
responses, I would merely conclude that we were unable to obtain any
useful information about the person's cognitive response style.
4. Extend the concept of Special Score. The spirit behind some of Exner's
Special Scores (e.g.. Incongruous Combination and Fabulized
Combination)is toformalize a way ofnoting particularly unusual or bizarre
responses. In this spirit, I make my own notes when a person's response
goes beyond whatis captured by being a"minus" according to Exner'sform
quality tables(a response that does notfit the contours ofthe blot),but does
not qualify for one of Exner's Special Scores. I note when a response is
truly bizarre or grossly inappropriate to the blot. As evidenced by the
Schwartz sample, even normal deaf persons have a comparatively high
number of "minus" responses, but in my experience bizarre responses or
responses that grossly violate the boundaries of the blot are indicative of a
mental disturbance.

I will now give some examples of how to compare a client's
Rorschach scores to the research data. One important Rorschach variable
is the Lambda which is the ratio ofthe number ofresponses involving only
the shape of the blot (pure Form) as compared with the total number of
responses. When I look at an adult deaf client's Lambda,I do not begin to
interpret the Lambda as"high"(signaling an interpretation ofdefensiveness
or an antisocial mindset) unless it is more than one standard deviation
higher than the mean for the Schwartz sample(higher than 3.6). If we use
Exner's(1993)standard oftwo standard deviations,then the cut-off should
be a Lambda of 5.69/for deaf clients. Note that both these scores are quite
a bit higher than the clinically significant level of 1.1 for hearing adults
because deaf adults tend to give many more pure Form responses.
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Table 1. Mean Scores and Standard Deviations ofSelected Rorschach

Variables from Non-patient Adult Hearing Norms (Exner, 1995), a
Non-patient Adult Deaf Sample(Schwartz et al., 1990),and the Case
Example of"Boh"
Variable

Exner

Schwartz

"Boh"

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Scores

Lambda

.58

.26

1.63

2.03

6.67

D

0.04

1.09

-0.67

1.13

0

X+%

.79

.08

.57

.15

.52

X-%

.07

.05

.25

.12

.22

Populars

6.89

1.38

5.00

2.38

5

W:D;Dd

9:13:1

Zf

11.8

2.59

Zd

.72

3.06

Cg

1.29

.93

H+A:Hd+Ad

12:3

Note.

-

11.9

3:12:8

-

3.87

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
-3.0

■

2
7:14

= data not reported in Schwartz et al., 1990.
Another variable is the D Score, a scaled score of the difference

between the number of responses involving human movement or color and

those involving shading or the movement of animals or inanimate objects.
The D Score is indicative of how well the individual is coping with the
stress in his or her life. In looking at the D Score ofa deafadult,I interpret
it fairly closely to the way I would for a hearing adult because the data are
fairly similar for both groups. I do note, however,that a D score of -1 was
more common than would be expected in the non-clinical sample of deaf

persons. This result may be an artifact of language differences, or it may
reflect the stress involved in being deafin our non-accommodating culture.
In either case, a D of -1 is probably not indicative of any relative lack of
inner resources for a deaf person.
Another important score is the M-(a response in which human
movement is perceived, but the percept does not fit the contours of the
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inkblot). An M- response is usually indicative of seriously disturbed
thinking. However,for deaf adults,I do not include an M- response in the
SCZI (Schizophrenia Index) unless it is particularly bizarre or grossly
violates the contours of the blot because in Schwartz's(1989)non-clinical
sample of deaf adults the mean number of M- responses(.17) was almost
six times as high as the mean in Exner's (1995) norms for non-patient
hearing adults (.03).
Using computer-generated interpretations
There are several advantages to using one of the conunerciallyavailable computer programs for interpreting the Rorschach,even for deaf
clients. The first value is that most of the programs help detect errors in
scoring as you enter the scores. Secondly, a mathematically correct
Structural Sununary is computed automatically. Thirdly,the interpretations
generated often point to important aspects of the Structural Summary that
might be overlooked by the clinician. However, computer-generated
interpretations cannot be accepted at face value.
For deaf clients,each and every sentence of a computer-generated
interpretation must be examined before incorporating it into the examiner's
actual interpretation of the results. First, the clinician must identify the
aspect(s) of the Structural Sununary that prompted each interpretation.
Basically, the computer program generating the interpretations contains a
series of if-then statements, and each "canned" interpretation is triggered
by some aspect ofthe Structural Summary. Once you identify the relevant
aspect of the Structural Sununary, you can compare the client's relevant
scores to the research data from non-clinical deaf samples (as described
above)to decide if the computer-generated interpretation is warranted. If,
even after obtaining consultation, you cannot identify the relevant aspect
of the Structural Summary that prompted a particular interpretation, you
should ignore that portion of the computer-generated report because you
cannot know if it applies to a deaf person.
Rorschach content analysis
Making clinical interpretations based on the percepts in the

responses has a long history. Even Exner included some content analysis
into his system. For example, clothing (Cg) responses load on the
Hypervigilance Index (HVI) and a high number of Anatomy responses
(percepts of internal bodily organs) has been linked to concerns about
bodily integrity. Other content analyses which do not have empirical
validation can still be useful for generating hypotheses. For example,

clinical lore has suggested that a preoccupation with eyes may indicate
JADARA
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suspiciousness. However, for both hearing and deaf persons, such
hypotheses need to be supported by other evidence before drawing any
definitive conclusions.

A Case Example
"Bob" was a deaf man in his mid-twenties referred for

psychological and psychiatric evaluation by his vocational rehabilitation
counselor to determine if he might be suffering from a serious mental
illness. He had been observed making comments about visions of angels
and experiences with characters from television programs that were
suggestive of a thought disorder. Bob's family history was not significant
for any major mental illness, but there were other difficulties. Bob was
bom prematurely,suffered from encephalitis or meningitis soon after birth,
and experienced convulsions as an infant. He was diagnosed with a

profound sensorineural hearing loss at age 3. Because his parents had very
limited cognitive abilities and poor parental nurturing skills. Bob lived in
a number offoster homes off and on from a young age. Mild neurological
impairments (particularly in motor movements), some minor EEG
abnormalities,and significant learning difficulties(despite a non-verbalIQ
that fell at the lower end of the average range) were noted throughout his
history. At the time of the evaluation. Bob was successfully maintaining
a job as a dishwasher in a supported work environment.
During the clinical interview. Bob was alert, well-groomed, and
neatly dressed. It was immediately apparent,however,that Bob functioned
communicatively far below his average non-verbal intelligence. He tended
to use a combination of gesture and very basic American Sign Language
signs with little grammar. His gestures tended to be rather unique and
vague further hampering communication. Bob very quickly began talking
about God and some television characters. He seemed to be describing God
descending through the ceiling while one of the television characters
watched him at his place of work. It was not clear if Bob was describing
hallucinations, a delusion, orjust an amusing story. During the interview.
Bob indicated that he was scared of the computer screen on the examiner's
desk. When the screen was turned away from him, he indicated he felt
better. Throughout these interactions, Bob's affect remained happy and
calm, his face an almost unchanging mask of pleasant contentment.
On the Rorschach, Bob's responses tended to be relatively
straightforward. For example, on Card I, he gave three responses:
butterfly, bat,and bird. He mostly used standard American Sign Language
or readily identifiable gestures for his responses. The inquiry was much
more difficult. In fact, it was never clear if Bob ever truly understood the
Vol. 33, No.1,1999
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nature of the inquiry. He mostly just pointed out the location and various

parts of the percept. Only once did the inquiry elicit an additional
determinant; he described the bat as "black."

Interpreting Bob's Rorschach responses revealed a picture quite
different from the odd presentation he made in the interview. None of his
responses were bizarre or grossly inappropriate to the contours of the blot.

Moreover,an analysis of Bob's Structural Summary suggested a relatively
intact thought process. His X+% (percentage of responses that fit the
contours of the blot) was quite low as compared to hearing norms (see
Table 1), but was very close to the mean of the Schwartz non-clinical deaf
sample. Similarly, Bob's X-%(percentage of responses that did not fit the
contours of the blot) and number of Populars(P ~ responses that are very
frequently given in non-patient samples) were similar to the Schwartz
sample. Consequently, his thinking did not seem at all similar to the loose,
unusual thinking evidenced by schizophrenic patients. In contrast, his
protocol showed considerable evidence of a guarded, simplistic,
conservative style ofinformation processing which was consistent with his
cognitive limitations. He gave a large number of pure form responses with
little organizational activity(percepts ofsimple objects defined only by the
contours of the blot). These responses resulted in an extremely high
Lambda(ratio ofpure Form responses to the total number ofresponses)and
a low Zf (number of responses containing more than one object in a
relationship), both differing more than two standard deviations from the
mean of the Schwartz sample. In addition, as compared to non-patient
hearing norms , he had a low Zd (a measure of the level of organizational
activity in the responses), and a high number of D and Dd locations
(responses using only part of the inkblot) relative to the number of W
(whole)locations. All these variables pointed towards simplistic butintact
thinking processes.
The only findings at all consistent with either paranoid
schizophrenia or a delusional disorder were some mild indications of
hypervigilance: two of his contents were clothing (Cg); he had a large
number of human and animal details (Hd+Ad) as compared to whole
humans and whole animals(H+A); and he seemed preoccupied with the
eyes in his percepts. However, these indicators would also be consistent
with non-psychotic suspiciousness resulting from his early history of
multiple abandonments and rejections. There were, of course, other
findingsfrom the Rorschach regarding Bob's personalityfunctioning but as
these were not relevant to the main question of the evaluation,they will not
be discussed here.
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Overall, the results of the evaluation concluded that Bob did seem

to be experiencing some oddity of thinking and/or perception as evidenced
in the clinical interview. Although Bob had had no decline in self-care or
work skills, he might still have been suffering from paranoid schizophrenia
or a delusional disorder; in both illnesses, cognitive and self-care skills
often remain relatively intact during the initial stages. However, Bob's
Rorschach results were notconsistent with schizophrenia or other psychotic
illnesses. Therefore, Bob was referred for further medical evaluations to

explore possible organic causes for his odd verbalizations. MRI scans
eventually revealed large benign tumors throughout Bob's brain (tuberous

sclerosis)which probably caused the abnormalities ofthought or perception
Bob was experiencing. The Rorschach had been a very useful component
of a comprehensive evaluation, pointing away from the more obvious
diagnoses and interventions (anti-psychotic medications) and supporting
the need for further medical evaluation.
Conclusion

Valuable clinical inferences can be madefrom Rorschach protocols
obtained from deaf persons in clinical settings by using a rational method
of Rorschach interpretation in which the deaf client's Rorschach scores are

compared with both hearing norms and currently existing Rorschach data
from non-clinical samples of deaf persons. Using hearing norms alone is
ill-advised. In order to enhance our ability to utilize the Rorschach with
deaf persons, we need to expand our Rorschach data base with larger
samples of non-patient deaf children and adults. We also need studies

examining whether the interpretive meanings of the Rorschach variables

are equivalentfor deafand hearing persons. Hopefully, with the increasing
opportunities for training in clinical psychology with deaf persons, more
doctoral students will devote their research energies to these important
questions.
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Footnotes

'Fingerspelling is indicated by using uppercase letters separated by
hyphens.
^ The English gloss for an American Sign Language sign is written in
uppercase letters.
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